Adoption Readiness Tool – ART

Evaluating HP Adoption
Readiness Tool (ART)™
HP Adoption Readiness Tool (ART) is a content development and
delivery tool designed to help authors create, publish, and distribute
documentation and training materials to meet a wide range of
learning styles. Specifically, HP ART allows content authors to:
•
•
•
•

Access high quality content built by HP Subject Matter Experts
Create, edit, and publish customized content
Develop and deploy a learning portal for eLearning courses and
simulations
Reduce the cost and time required for content development

In addition to the development aspect, ART provides users with
robust content built by HP Subject Matter Experts for your HP
application. Our team of instructional designers, portfolio managers,
instructors and professional service experts have spent thousands of
hours creating an out-of-the-box solution ready for consumption or
to be customized to match your unique implementation. The HP ART
Author recording functionality enables your content creators to
capture screens, buttons, fields and other data as they complete a

task. In just one automated recording session, HP ART produces a variety of
output types and simulation playback modes. Published content can
support classroom training, a learning and support portal and eLearning
courses. HP ART allows you to distribute existing corporate knowledge
assets by enabling the categorization and delivery of existing intellectual
capital. Customize by adding your current documents, spreadsheets and
presentations to the delivered material. The HP ART website allows end
users to easily access task-level information that is accurate, relevant and
just-in-time providing them with the necessary information for success in
their job roles. HP ART addresses the diverse workforce and knowledge
challenges organizations face in today’s global business environment. It
helps bridge knowledge gaps caused by geography, language, and evolving
workforces by enabling consistency across IT processes and applications.
People working within any enterprise application can benefit from HP ART.
For additional information on HP ART, please contact your HP Software
representative. In the Americas hpse.sales.ams@hp.com In Asia Pacific and
Japan hpse.sales.apj@hp.com in Europe, Middle East and Africa
sweducationbdm@hp.com
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Feature

HP ART

Questions For Other Tool Vendors

Content

Pre-built content for HP Software applications developed
by HP Software Education.

Does vendor provide full and robust content
developed by the same organization that
developed the HP Software application?

Ease of Use

Thousands of hours of instructional design and subject
matter expertise – ready for your organization to use
right out of the box – or easily modified to meet your
custom implementation.
ART provides a simple and easy to use authoring
interface.
Non-technical, subject matter experts can rapidly create
and distribute eLearning courses that incorporate
conceptual information, assessment objects, and popups.

Rapid eLearning Course
Development

ART is built to not only provide a way to document and
train on step by step tasks, but also to create truly robust
learning material.
Use stencils to ensure consistency of course content and
layout.

Recorder

Allow the course to be linked from an LMS for assessment
tracking purposes
Record actions automatically with no need for author
interaction.

Can eLearning courses be developed by subject
matter experts?
Does the application provide a clean and noncomplex working environment?
Can basic recording be learned in as little as 30
minutes?
Was the application built as a task simulation
recording tool or as a true learning platform?
Can you link eLearning courses to an external
LMS?
Can you rapidly deliver post-training assessments
in order to gauge user comprehension of subject
matter?
Does the author need to press a hot key or click a
menu option to capture the screens, buttons, or
actions?

Preview all actions in “stay-on-top” recorder window.
Record virtually any 32-bit Microsoft
Windows- or web-based application.
Record one application or across multiple applications
without stopping or pausing the recording.
Create one true single-source document
(simulation and document in one file).

Is there a “stay-on-top” preview window to
display all actions during recording?
Does the application record any Windows- or
web-based applications, including portals without
the need to purchase a special unrestricted
license?
Can you record across multiple applications
without pausing or stopping the recorder?

Undo/Redo recorded actions during time of capture.
Single-Source Document

Create multiple output types (Job Aid, Test, Exercise, Cue
Card) and a simulation
from a single source

Can your authors undo/redo actions as content is
developed?
Can you create multiple output types from a
single source?
Are multiple formats available?

Produce documents and simulations in multiple formats
(HTML and PDF)

Template/Editing Support

Are multiple simulation playback modes
available?

Modify delivered templates

Can you view the simulation or document without
publishing?
When edits (for example, notes) are included to
the document view, are they incorporated back
into the simulation also?

Create both global and step-specific settings

Can you modify delivered templates?

Produce localized versions of documentation

Are the same editing features available in custom
templates?

Create four simulation modes (standard tutorial, auto
playback, self test, and assessment) simultaneously
Edit both the simulation and document simultaneously
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Feature

HP ART

Questions For Other Tool Vendors
Can you have multiple templates for multiple
projects?

Glossary Support

Populate and update custom definitions in your document
library

Can you create localized versions of the
documentation?
Can you create and maintain a central database of
term definitions?

Batch import/export terms and definitions from an
external file
Content Deployment

Multi-language support

Search for a glossary term or search for a set of terms
Deploy content through an LMS, a web server, or an
intranet application.
Deploy content through the HP ART website, making
courses, documents and simulations easily accessible to
all.
The HP ART interface and template supports the
following languages:
Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese (PRC), Chinese (Taiwan),
Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch (Belgium), Dutch
(Netherlands), English (US), English (UK), Finnish, French
(Canada), French (France), German, Greek, Hungarian,
Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Polish,
Portuguese (Brazil), Portuguese (Portugal), Romanian,
Russian, Spanish, Swedish, Thai, Turkish.

Training

Available HP ART training and coaching* conducted by
experienced documentation and training developers.
(*Training services available at additional charge)

Support

Request help from a dedicated technical
support staff
Access a product support website
containing self solve documents, user manuals, white
papers, and other support information

Can you automatically generate a
role/process/language-driven website with the
standard version of the tool?
Can you easily incorporate legacy content in your
eLearning website?
Is the application interface available in other
languages?
Is the application template text available in other
languages?
Can template text automatically convert from one
language to another (change template text in
English recorded document to French)?
Does the application have a re-record feature that
allows you to easily create localized versions?
Are the trainers experienced in creating project
documentation?
Are they knowledgeable about creating
instructionally sound materials?
Are support personnel available via telephone and
email?
Can your developers access a product support
website?

HP ART addresses the diverse workforce and knowledge challenges organizations face in today’s global business environment. It helps bridge
knowledge gaps caused by geography, language, and evolving workforces by enabling consistency across IT processes and applications. People
working within any enterprise application can benefit from HP ART.
For additional information on HP ART, please contact your HP Software representative.
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